
Product
The Snooor wearable is a small, discreet, and 
extremely light anti-snoring wearable.

The wearable is worn on the forehead or on the 
breastbone area by using a skin-sensitive 
disposable medical grade double-sided sticker 
and is designed for people who snore when 
sleeping on their back (supine position).

About Us
Side Sleep Technologies B.V. is a consumer health tech start-up, using the latest wearable technology to 
train people to sleep on their side to improve their sleep quality and reduce health problems during the 
night. Our wearables are research-based, affordable, easy to use, and non-invasive.

Our mission is to help everyone sleeping in their healthiest position throughout the night.

The Snooor wearable is a 100% Dutch invention developed by sleep dentist Dr. Michiel Allessie. It uses 
the principles of positional therapy. 

Twenty minutes after activating, the Snooor wearable will gently vibrate when the sleeper is in a supine 
position prompting the sleeper to change to a side-sleeping position. This allows the sleeper to breathe 
more freely and leads to a reduction or elimination of snoring with results within about a week. (Results 
may vary.)
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2. Peel
Remove a Snooor sticker from the 
sheet.

3. Stick
Attach the exposed side (with 
the red tab) to the Snooor 
wearable.

4. Turn on
Press the button for ~3 seconds. 
The Snooor wearable will 
vibrate and a blue light will flash.

1. Clean
Make sure your forehead or 
breastbone area is clean, dry 
and free of hair.

Monitor Your Progress
Users can view their daily sleeping position progress by connecting with the free LEFT App.

Download the LEFT app on the Play Store for Android phones:
https://link.snooor.com/android

Download the LEFT app on the App Store for iPhone phones:
https://link.snooor.com/ios

Or scan the QR code:

•Ensure that the Bluetooth capability of your device is turned ON.
•Press the On/Off button 5 times. The Blue LED Light will flash to confirm the device is ready to connect.

How it Works?
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5. Wear
Peel the skin side tab off the sticker 
and place the Snooor wearable 
in the middle of your forehead or 
breastbone area.

6. Sleep
The Snooor wearable 
auto-starts in 20-minutes giving 
you time to fall asleep.

To turn OFF:
When you wake up, carefully peel off the Snooor wearable and dispose of the sticker. Press the button 
and the device will vibrate a little longer, indicating that it has been turned off. The Snooor wearable will 
turn off automatically after eight hours.
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Offering
Each Snooor wearable comes with a supply of 32 
disposable Snooor stickers used to stick the wearable 
on the breastbone or forehead. The user then continues 
to re-order a monthly supply of stickers to keep using 
the Snooor wearable effectively.

Product Consumer Price

Snooor wearable device + 32 Snooor stickers $59.99 | €49.00

Refill box of 32 Snooor stickers $9.99 | €9.99

Brand tool kit: snooor.com/press
Includes collateral, videos, style/brand guide, training guide, product samples

To learn more, visit: snooor.com

Snooor wearable package 
size and weight: 

Depth:
Width:
Height (incl. flap):
Package weight:

2,2 cm
9,0 cm

12,1 cm
40,8 grams

Snooor sticker package 
size and weight: 

Depth:
Width:
Height (incl. flap):
Package weight:

2,2 cm
9,0 cm

12,1 cm
40,8 grams

Snooor wearable specs: 

Height:
Width
Length:
Weight:
Color:

0,7 cm
4,0 cm
4,0 cm

10 grams
Grey

Snooor wearable package content:
• 1 Snooor wearable (incl. 1 replaceable Energizer       
     battery CR2032 lithium 3)
• 32 Double-sided skin-sensitive hypoallergenic stickers

Snooor sticker package content: 
• 32 double-sided, skin-sensitive, hypoallergenic   
     medical grade stickers.
• Divided over 4 sheets of 8 stickers

•To track the daily sleeping position correctly, users should wear the 
Snooor wearable on their breastbone area only and not on their 
forehead.

•The LEFT App does not need to be connected via Bluetooth to the                  
Snooor wearable during the night to receive sleeping position data.


